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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:  DARREN CARROLL FOR ESPN;  JAMES MICHELFELDER;  JOHN LOOMIS;  MATT HOYLE
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Sometimes, you’ve got to call an 
audible. Before the playoffs even 
began, we started game-planning our 
Super Bowl Preview, preparing for 
every imaginable storyline—an 
Eli-Brady rematch, a Matt Ryan 
coming-out party, a Chiefs corona-
tion. We even briefly (ever so briefly) 
envisioned a Brock Osweiler feature. 
Of course, the best-laid game plans 
have a way of blowing up—so much 
for our Ezekiel Elliott cover, and, oh 
wait, shouldn’t we tee up something 
on Le’Veon Bell? Thankfully, our 
two-minute offense is pretty sharp, 
and heading into the conference 
championships, we had four different 
previews ready to go. Each covered  
a potential Super Bowl matchup, so 
as soon as the final teams were 
decided, we were ready to pull the 
trigger on the issue you now hold in 
your hands. We’d like to see Aaron 
Rodgers pull that off.  

Super 
Twists

Clockwise from top left: Ezekiel Elliott, 
Tom Brady, Le’Veon Bell and Matt Ryan
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